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EQUIPMENT FOR THE FORECAST AND OPERATING CONTROL
S OF THE NATURAL CATASTROPHES DYNAMICS
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Necessity of the solution of forecast the natural catastrophes such as: earthquakes, the
volcanic activity stirring up, origin of the mudflows, landslides, sudden moving of pulsating
glaciers, awesome atmospheric phenomena is realized a long time ago. However numerous
attempts to find the solution yet have not yielded desirable result. Representative example to
this is the absence to the present time of the physically justified earthquake forecast.

Perennial observations of the Earth neutron field with the help of designed by us
equipment, both in seismically active regions (Tien - Shan, Pamir, Kamchatka) and in
seismically quiet regions (Moscow and Tver regions) demonstrated, that the variations of
neutron radiation near the earth crust allow us to elaborate near-term (tens hours, some day)
the earthquakes forecast. These researches have also revealed correlation between variations
of neutron and magnetic fields of the Earth.

In this connection it is represented, that a hardware complex permitting simultaneously to
watch variations of a neutron radiation near the earth crust and variation of a magnetic field of
the Earth will appear sufficient for the purposes of a short forecast of natural debacles and,
besides will allow us to execute the operating control of temporary development of already
happened event.
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The existing synchrotron radiation sources and the fourth generation x-ray sources, which
are projected at SLAC, USA, and DESY, Germany, are very expensive. For this reason the
search of the novel and cheaper sources using various types of radiation produced by 5-20
MeV electrons available at many hospitals, universities and firms in various countries is of
great interest. In this article a review of the physics, history, new theoretical and experimental
results and of some applications is given with a purpose to consider the possibilities of
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construction of small tabletop sources of quasimonochromatic X-ray photon beams necessary
for scientific, industrial, medicine and other applications. Simple formulae for almost all types
of radiation are given with the help of which one can estimate the expected useful yield and
background.

PACS: 41.60.-m; 43.35.Ty; 61.85+p;m 78.67.Pt; 78.70.-g
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